Following the derivation of a more accurate model of the evolution of the solar Lyman-α line with the changing solar activity by Kowalska-Leszczynska et al. (2018) (IKL18) than the formerly used model by Tarnopolski & Bzowski (2009) (ST09), we investigate potential consequences that adoption of the resulting refined model of radiation pressure has for the model distribution of interstellar neutral (ISN) H in the inner heliosphere and on the interpretation of selected observations. We simulated the ISN H densities using the two alternative radiation pressure models and identical models of all other factors affecting the ISN H distribution. We found that during most of the solar cycle, the IKL18 model predicts larger densities of ISN H and PUIs than ST09 in the inner heliosphere, especially in the downwind hemisphere. However, the density of ISN H at the termination shock estimated by Bzowski et al. (2008) obtained using ST09 does not need revision, and the detection of ISN D by IBEX is supported. However, we point out the existence of a considerable absorption of a portion of the solar Lyman-α spectral flux inside the heliosphere. Therefore, the model of radiation pressure for ISN H is still likely to need revision, and hence the available models of ISN H are not self-consistent.
INTRODUCTION Interstellar neutral hydrogen (ISN H
is the dominant component of the Local Interstellar Medium (LISM) surrounding the heliosphere ). Since the Sun is moving with respect to the LISM at ∼ 25.7 km s −1 McComas et al. 2015; Schwadron et al. 2015) , ISN H is able to penetrate inside the heliopause and reach 1 AU. Measurements of ISN H, both the primary and secondary populations, as well as measurements of the derivative populations (pickup ions -PUIs, energetic neutral atoms -ENAs, heliospheric resonant backscatter glow) brought information on important aspects of the LISM, including the density of ISN H and the deflection of the ISN H flow direction from the direction of Sun's motion through the LISM due to distortion of the heliosphere by the interstellar magnetic field (Lallement et al. 2005) , as well as on the evolution of the solar wind structure during the solar cycle (e.g., Bzowski et al. 2003; Lallement et al. 2010) .
The primordial ("primary") ISN H is heavily processed within the heliospheric interface (Baranov & Malama 1993; Heerikhuisen et al. 2006 Heerikhuisen et al. , 2015 Izmodenov et al. 2009; by charge-exchange collisions with the perturbed plasma flowing past the heliopause and also inside the termination shock, due to ionization by charge-exchange with solar wind protons and photoionization. As a result, a secondary population of ISN H is created in the outer heliosheath, which also penetrates inside the heliosphere (Baranov & Malama 1993) . The density, velocity, and thermal spread of the primary and secondary populations of ISN H in the regions where they are measured (i.e., between ∼ 1 and ∼ 10 AU) are very sensitive to the intensity of ionization processes and to their variations with time and heliolatitude (Ruciński & Bzowski 1995; Bzowski et al. 1997 Bzowski et al. , 2002 .
Another important factor that shapes the distribution of ISN H density inside the heliosphere is the resonant radiation pressure. The radiation pressure acting on H atoms inside the heliosphere is due to the EUV radiation emitted by the Sun in the chromospheric Lyman-α line. This line features a selfreversed shape with two horns. As a result of this line shape, radiation pressure acting on an individual H atom is a strong function of radial velocity of this atom.
The distributions of density, bulk velocity, and thermal spread of ISN H inside the heliosphere are sensitive to variations of the solar flux in the Lyman-α line and of the line profile during the solar activity cycle ). Therefore, it is important to have a precise model of the solar Lyman-α line profile and its modifications due to the varying solar activity. A model of this profile and its variations as a function of the total solar irradiance in the Lyman-α line was proposed by (further on: TB09) based on a limited set of observations from Lemaire et al. (2005) . Recently, based on a much more extensive observation set from Lemaire et al. (2015) , Kowalska-Leszczynska et al. (2018) (further on: IKL18) proposed a refined functional form of the solar Lyman-α line profile and its variation with the total Lyman-α flux. This latter model is different in some important aspects from the model from TB09, especially for the conditions of low solar activity (see Figure 1) . However, the TB09 model was used in several important studies, both modeling and experimental, requiring assessments of the density and other parameters of ISN H in various regions of the heliosphere (e.g., Bzowski et al. 2008; Izmodenov et al. 2013; Schwadron et al. 2013; Fayock et al. 2015; and of energetic neutral atoms in the heliosphere (e.g., Bzowski & Tarnopolski 2006; Bzowski 2008; Bzowski et al. 2013; McComas et al. 2010 McComas et al. , 2012 McComas et al. , 2014 McComas et al. 2017; Swaczyna et al. 2016) . It was also used in the pioneering studies of ISN D in the heliosphere, first modeling Kubiak et al. 2013) , and then experimental (Rodríguez Moreno et al. 2013 , which resulted in the first direct detection of ISN D inside the heliosphere.
In this paper we present a comparison of the predictions for the density, velocity, and thermal spread of the primary and secondary populations of ISN H obtained using a state of the art model of the ISN H and PUI densities inside the heliosphere, with radiation pressure based on the TB09 and IKL18 models of the solar Lyman-α line. We are looking for a region in space where the two models of radiation pressure give dissimilar predictions for the ISN H and PUI densities. We also discuss the accuracy of the existing determination of the ISN H density in the LISM based on observations of PUIs on Ulysses.
Subsequently, we present a detailed comparison of predictions obtained using the radiation pressure models from TB09 and IKL18 for the expected flux, speed, and energy of ISN H atoms impacting the IBEX-Lo detector (Fuselier et al. 2009 ), which up to now has been the only instrument capable of direct sampling of ISN H (Saul et al. 2012 . This aspect is particularly important because of the discovery by Schwadron et al. (2013) and that state of the art models of the heliosphere using the existing models of ionization rate variations and, importantly, of the radiation pressure, cannot reproduce the proportions between the fluxes of ISN H observed by IBEX in different energy bands. The authors of these findings suggested that the most likely reason for this discrepancy is an inadequacy of the presently available models of radiation pressure.
In this context, we also consider expected modifications of radiation pressure due to absorption of the solar spectral flux by the ISN H gas inside the termination shock. This mod- Profile of the Lyman-α solar line in units of radiation pressure (where µ = 1 means that radiation pressure compensates the gravity) as a function of radial velocity for the two models (solid lines represent the new model by IKL18 and dashed lines the old model by ST09) and for two phases of solar cycle (red lines correspond to the solar activity maximum in 2001 and blue lines present the profile for the solar activity minimum in 1996). Bottom panel shows ratio between the two models for the two solar activity phases.
ification, to our knowledge, has been neglected up to now in heliospheric models. We identify the regions where this absorption is large enough to affect the magnitude of radiation pressure and study differences between these regions predicted by ST09 and IKL18, but leave an assessment of the effect of this modification to later studies.
CALCULATIONS
The calculations used in this study were carried out using the latest version of the numerical strain of the Warsaw Test Particle Model (nWTPM; Sokół et al. 2015) . This model is based on the concept proposed by Ruciński & Bzowski (1995) , in which the density and higher moments of interstellar gas in a selected moment of time and location inside the heliosphere are obtained from direct numerical integration of the distribution function of this gas, calculated for this time and location. The local distribution function is calculated based on the hotmodel paradigm proposed originally by Fahr (1978 Fahr ( , 1979 . However, important refinements include accounting for the following effects, calculated separately for each of the testparticle atoms contributing to the distribution function:
(1) Variations in the strength of radiation pressure in time (Ruciński & Bzowski 1995) included by numerical solving the atom's equation of motion, with the force dropping with the square of solar distance but being modulated in time in synchronization with variations of the solar Lyman-α flux.
(2) The magnitude of radiation pressure being a function of atom radial speed (varying along the orbit) due to the Doppler effect ).
(3) Variation in the ionization loss rate with time (Ruciński & Bzowski 1995) due to the time-variation of the ionizing factors (e.g., charge exchange and photoionization).
(4) Variation of the ionization loss rate with heliolatitude, mostly due to the latitudinal variation of the solar wind speed and density (Bzowski et al. 2001 (Bzowski et al. , 2002 .
(5) Adoption of a model of the local distribution function as due to a superposition of two homogeneous MaxwellBoltzmann distributions of ISN H beyond the heliopause, representing the primary and secondary populations of ISN H (Scherer et al. 1999) .
The model was used with the ionization rate obtained using the latest versions of models of the solar wind parameter variation with time and heliolatitude and ionization rate (Bzowski et al. 2012 . The ionization rate and radiation pressure models are based on measurements and therefore we consider them as able to realistically reproduce the actual conditions in the heliosphere, within the uncertainties. In the two comparison simulations used in this paper, the only differences are the solar Lyman-α line models.
In the simulations, we adopted very similar assumptions to those used by Bzowski et al. (2008) to determine the ISN H density at the termination shock. We assumed that the local distribution function of ISN H inside the heliosphere is a superposition of the primary and secondary populations of ISN H, with the parameters of these populations at the termination shock close to these obtained by Bzowski et al. (2008) , but slightly modified based on insight obtained from later studies. The speed, inflow direction, and temperature of the primary population was adopted as identical to those found by Bzowski et al. (2015) based on analysis of direct-sampling observations of ISN He by IBEX. The density of the primary population was taken identical to that found for this population by Bzowski et al. (2008) . For the secondary population, we adopted the density, temperature, and inflow speed identical to these parameters found for the secondary population of ISN H by Bzowski et al. (2008) , but the inflow direction was adopted identical to that found by Kubiak et al. (2016) for the Warm Breeze, which most likely is the secondary population of ISN He. We note here that the angle between the inflow directions of the primary and secondary populations, equal to ∼ 8
• , is very close to the difference between the inflow directions of the primary and secondary populations of ISN H obtained from the Moscow Monte Carlo model of the heliosphere by . The parameters of the primary and secondary populations are listed in Table  1 . The calculations were performed in a plane containing the Sun and the upwind-downwind line, with the crosswind directions parallel to the ecliptic plane, on a grid logarithmically spaced in solar distance and uniformly spaced in the azimuthal angle (with a finer pitch in the downwind region). The calculations were carried out for the epochs corresponding to the solar minimum (1996.0) and solar maximum (2001.0) conditions. Additionally, for selected radial lines from the adopted grid, listed in Table 2 , we performed comparison simulations for a long time series with a time step of one Carrington rotation period.
Throughout the paper, we show IKL18/ST09 ratios of the following quantities: density, vector flux, and IBEX flux. We seek to identify regions where this ratio does not exceed selected magnitudes, from 1.5 (a ∼ 50% difference) down to 5%. For the discussion of the H and D flux at IBEX (Section 4.4) we had to choose dates from another solar cycle because IBEX was launched in 2008. We start with a discussion of the density of ISN H. We analyze the ratios IKL18/ST09 of the density calculated using the new radiation pressure model (IKL18) to that based on the old model (ST09) for the solar minimum and maximum conditions along ecliptic rings at selected distances from the Sun (Figure 2 ) and along the selected directions in space from Table 2 (Figure 3 ). The choice of the directions in our analysis is connected with the geometry of the inflow of interstellar gas. The first three directions in the table ("upwind", "dnwind", and "cross") correspond to the upwind, downwind, and one of the crosswind directions near the ecliptic plane, while "Npole" corresponds to the heliographic north pole axes.
The density ratio for the minimum of solar activity is presented in the top panel of Figures 2 and 3 • ) and downwind (75.7
• ) longitudes, while the horizontal grids the differences between the models at 50%, 30%, 10%, and 5% level (both positive and negative). ures. Additionally for the upwind and downwind directions, in Figure 4 we show the variation of the IKL18/ST09 density ratios with time at the same distances as in Figure 2 . The density differences are almost negligible along the upwind axis (within ∼ 5% for all distances), but they increase with the offset angle from the upwind direction and reach maximum at the downwind axis. Inspection of Figure 2 suggests that a density difference between the two models exists Figure 3. Ratio of densities of ISN H and PUIs (solid and dashed lines, respectively), calculated using the two radiation pressure models (IKL18 and ST09), shown as a function of distance from the Sun. The ratios are presented for the radial directions defined in Table 2 , with color-coding indicated in the figure. Top panel corresponds to the solar minimum (1996) , and bottom panel to solar maximum (2001) conditions. in the entire volume outside a cone centered at the upwind direction. For the 10% difference level, the half-width of this cone decreases from 150
• at 5 AU to ∼ 70
• at 1 AU during low solar activity. For a high solar activity, as during the solar maximum of 2001, the density difference changes its sign for almost all offset angles from the upwind direction, and within ∼ 1 AU the entire volume is affected. Due to the relatively low propagation speed of ISN H along the downwind axis, the differences between the two models along the downwind axis have wave-like behavior, as illustrated in the lower panel of Figure 3 .
The ISN H densities obtained using the IKL18 radiation pressure model are larger than those calculated using the ST09 radiation pressure during most of the solar cycle. An exception may be a relatively short interval of time near the maximum of solar activity, if the solar Lyman-α flux is sufficiently strong, as evidenced by the different depths of the minima in Figure A conclusion from this portion of the study is that the ISN H densities calculated using the old model of radiation pressure (ST) within the downwind portion of the heliosphere up to ∼ 7 AU were inaccurate by at least 10%, with the discrepancies increasing towards the Sun and towards the downwind axis.
Radial velocity and speed
Radial velocity of ISN H inside the heliosphere affects the radiation scattering properties of the gas and consequently the heliospheric backscatter glow. Because of the Doppler effect, the gas that has a non-zero radial velocity absorbs a different portion of the solar spectrum than that for radial velocity equal to 0. Therefore, radiation pressure acting on hydrogen atoms strongly depends on the radial velocity of these atoms. Our simulations suggest that radial velocity is little affected and the bulk velocities of ISN H predicted using the radiation pressure model from ST09 are accurate within ∼ 2% in the upwind hemisphere and ∼ 5% in the downwind region.
Bulk speed (i.e., the magnitude of the bulk velocity vector) effect is important for direct-sampling measurements. The construction of the IBEX-Lo detector makes it very sensitive to the impact speed (Fuselier et al. 2009 ) of individual atoms on the conversion surface of the detector. Therefore, the accuracy of modeling of the speed of ISN H potentially affects the accuracy of conclusions drawn from analysis of observations.
Differences between model results in bulk speed of ISN H are very small by percentage. In all cases, the model predictions agree within 10%, i.e., within a few km s −1 . During the solar minimum, the largest differences are in the downwind direction, but the maximum difference shifts towards the upwind direction with decreasing distance. The speed predicted by IKL18 is smaller around downwind direction and higher around "upwind" direction than the speeds obtained using ST09. During the solar maximum, the angular structure is much more complicated. We simulate the ISN H inside the heliosphere as a superposition of the primary and secondary populations, and since the gas inside the heliosphere is collisionless, it makes sense to consider the two populations separately. The derived speed of the primary population is larger for the ST09 model. Some differences in the upwind direction exist, with the magnitude decreasing with the distance from the Sun. The secondary population during the solar maximum behaves similarly, but the magnitudes of the difference near the downwind direction are smaller. Again, the magnitude of the differences is relatively small: even the largest of them are at a level of 8%.
Pickup ion flux and density
PUIs are former atoms of ISN H that have been ionized inside the heliosphere and intercepted ("picked up") by the Lorentz force of the magnetic field frozen in the solar wind plasma (Vasyliunas & Siscoe 1976) . They make a separate population within the solar wind plasma that is propagating with the speed practically equal to that of the solar wind. In the scenario with a stationary ionization rate and stationary flow of ISN H, the flux of PUIs F PUI ( r) at a given location in space r can be approximated by
where r 0 is the solar radius, n H ( r) the ISN H density at r, and β( r) the ionization rate at r (Vasyliunas & Siscoe 1976) .
The same formula can be adopted for a time-variable scenario providing that the rate of change of the ISN H density at r is much lower than the propagation time of solar wind from the Sun to r (Ruciński et al. 2003) . We adopted Equation 1 to calculate the PUI flux with the ISN H densities and ionization rates variable in t using the full time-dependent version of the nWTPM model (more in Sokół et al. 2018, in preparation) . Since flux can be approximated as a product of density and propagation speed, we calculated the densities of PUIs at r and t from the formula
where v SW ( r, t) is the solar wind speed at r, t, assumed to be independent of the solar distance but varying with time and heliolatitude. We calculated the PUI flux assuming either IKL18 or ST09 radiation pressure models, using identical ionization rates and solar wind parameters. In the following, we discuss the ratios of PUI densities obtained using these two models. Since, however, the adopted solar wind speeds were identical, the PUI density ratios are equivalent to the PUI flux ratios.
These ratios are shown in Figures 2-4 with dashed lines. Generally, the pattern of the PUI density and flux differences follows the pattern of ISN H density differences, but because the PUI density at a given location in space r is due to an integral over the radial line from the Sun, and most of the differences between the two models are at close solar distances, then the spatial extent of the differences between the two models is a little larger, e.g., while at 1 AU downwind the IKL18/ST09 ISN H density difference in 1996.0 was less than 10%, the equivalent PUI density difference is ∼ 15%.
CONSEQUENCES FOR SELECTED ASPECTS OF HELIOSPHERIC STUDIES
With the differences between the ISN H and PUI densities inside the heliosphere resulting from using the IKL18 and ST09 models, we verify if conclusions from selected earlier studies, drawn based on modeling of ISN H carried out using the ST09 model, need revision.
The density of ISN H at the termination shock
One of the very important results obtained using the ST09 radiation pressure model is the estimate of ISN H density at the termination shock based on Ulysses pickup ion observations ). This quantity had been obtained by fitting the hydrogen PUI observations performed by SWICS/Ulysses in an orbital arc between the solar pole and the ecliptic plane. Bzowski et al. (2008) argued that this section of the Ulysses orbit was close to the ISN cavity boundary, where the ISN H density is close to exp(−1) of its value at the termination shock. In this geometric location, the observed production rate of PUIs, obtained directly from the measured distribution function of PUIs, is proportional to the density of ISN H at the termination shock, and the proportionality coefficient is the ionization rate of ISN H at the location of the measurement, which is known. Bzowski et al. (2008) argued that their density determination is weakly sensitive to potentially unknown details of the solar radiation pressure and ionization rate. However, since the time of their measurement (1) the model of the heliospheric ionization rate has been upgraded (from that in Bzowski et al. (2008) to that in Sokół et al. (2013) ), (2) the radiation pressure model has changed (from ST09 to IKL18), and (3) the Ulysses orbit was in the region sensitive to the change in radiation pressure model, as suggested by the green and magenta lines in Figure 3 , we repeated the calculations presented by Bzowski et al. (2008) . We found that the ISN H density at the termination shock derived from the original observations and our present calculations is n T S = 0.094 ± 0.023 cm −3 and it differs from that obtained by Bzowski et al. (2008) by less than 10%. Since the density determination uncertainty is at the level of ∼ 25%, mostly based on the uncertainty of the PUI measurements, those two numbers are statistically consistent. We have no grounds to claim our present determination is more accurate than the original one.
The vector flux of ISN H along the Earth's orbit
The flux vector of the neutral gas is calculated as follows:
where v pr and v sc are the velocity vectors of the primary and secondary populations, and n pr and n sc are their densities. Analysis of the IKL18/ST9 ratio of this quantity along the Earth's orbit facilitates estimating how much the model signal corresponding to the ISN H flux directly sampled by IBEX is sensitive to the change of radiation pressure model. We show this ratio in Figure 5 for several distances in the ecliptic plane. The shape and character of changes visible on Figure 5 is similar to those for the density, shown in Figure 2 . This is not surprising since flux is a product of density and speed, and the latter one is not changing significantly (see Section 3.2). The flux differences along the Earth orbit are larger than 10% in a large portion of the Earth's orbit, which likely affects the quantitative interpretation of direct-sampling observations. We marked the area where IBEX collects data by the light green shading in Figure 5 . The differences between the two models in this region are not negligible, both for the low and high solar activity conditions. Therefore, in Section 4.4 we investigate the flux of atoms impacting the IBEX-Lo detector in greater detail.
Deuterium
The abundance of deuterium relative to hydrogen is important for Big Bang models and for studies on the chemical evolution of interstellar matter near the solar Galactic neighborhood. and Kubiak et al. (2013) investigated the expected flux of ISN D at 1 AU and the observability of this population by IBEX-Lo. Based on these estimates, Rodríguez Moreno et al. (2013 Moreno et al. ( , 2014 after challenging, meticulous analysis claimed that out of several D atoms found in the IBEX data, approximately three can be interpreted as interstellar. Even though this statistics is very low, we verify if this claim holds based on the insight obtained from the IKL18 more accurate model of radiation pressure.
We calculated the prediction for the flux of ISN D along the Earth's orbit using the IKL18 and ST09 models and the present model of ionization. The ratio of the fluxes is shown by the black line in Figure 5 . While some differences are visible in this region, they most likely average out to zero over the region of IBEX observations and hence the ISN D detection claim by Rodríguez Moreno et al. (2013) is supported.
The flux of ISN H at IBEX
In this section, we analyze the quantities relevant for direct-sampling observations of ISN H by IBEX. IBEX • , increasing from left to right within each vertical strip for IBEX ISN observation season 2010 (low solar activity conditions) using the ST09 and IKL18 models of radiation pressure. The blue solid line in the upper panel corresponds to the IKL18 model and gray dashed line presents the simulations for the ST09 model. In the middle and lower panels, the red color represents the primary population and blue color the secondary population. Solid lines correspond to the IKL18 model, and dashed lines to ST09. The simulations representing individual orbits are marked by the white and gray strips. The spin angle ranges are identical for all presented orbits. The orbit numbers are shown at the top of the first panel, and the mean ecliptic longitudes of the Earth for individual orbits are presented at the bottom of the first panel. The lower subpanel in the first panel represents the ratio of IKL18 to ST09 model fluxes, and the lower subpanels in the second and third panels show the differences in speed and energy, respectively, predicted by the IKL18 and ST09 models. The simulations for individual orbits are arranged chronologically during the season. . The ISN atoms are observed using the IBEX-Lo instrument (Fuselier et al. 2009 ), which is a time of flight mass spectrometer. Before entering the detector, the observed atoms pass the collimator, which defines the field of view of the instrument. The data are collected while the spacecraft is rotating, and the observed counts are binned into timeintervals with the length selected so that they correspond to fixed spin angle bins. Since between the repositionings the spin axis is fixed in space, the observations during an individual orbital arc cover a specific, fixed region in the sky.
Since the spacecraft is traveling with the Earth around the Sun, the relative velocities of the atoms entering the IBEXLo detector within an individual spin angle bin are vector sums of the individual atom velocity and the velocity of the spacecraft relative to the Sun. As a result, the mean speeds of atoms observed in individual spin angle bins in a given orbit differ from each other. Since the ISN H gas features a thermal spread, the speeds of the ISN H atoms entering the IBEX-Lo detector within a given spin angle bin feature a certain spread, which varies from orbit to orbit and as a function of the spin angle. Due to this thermal spread, the mean energies of the atoms within a spin angle bin are a little larger than the energies calculated from the mean speed of these atoms.
The sensitivity of IBEX-Lo decreases with the decrease of the energy of impacting atoms and therefore the observations are possible only in a portion of the Earth's orbit where the orbital velocity of the spacecraft and the Earth adds to the flow speed of ISN H. The region of ecliptic longitudes where these observations are possible is indicated by the green shadow in Figure 5 .
The issue of the influence of radiation pressure on ISN H atoms is crucial for the interpretation of IBEX observations of ISN H, as suggested by Schwadron et al. (2013) and . These authors found that there is a very large discrepancy between the proportions of the ISN H signal found in IBEX-Lo energy steps 1 and 2 observed during the 2009 and 2010 ISN seasons on one hand and the simulated fluxes for these energy steps, obtained using a state of the art model of ISN H distribution . These differences can be partly, but not fully mitigated when one assumes a larger horn-to-reversal ratio in the solar Lyman-α line profile. In their analysis, Schwadron et al. (2013) and used the line profile from the ST09 model and adopted a very similar parameters for the primary and secondary ISN H populations and the termination shock to those that we use in this paper. Here, we investigate how the employment of the IKL18 model changes the predicted flux of ISN H entering the IBEX-Lo detector.
In the simulations carried out using the nWTPM code (Sokół et al. 2015) , the distribution function of ISN H atoms just before entering the detector is represented by a superposition of distribution functions corresponding to the primary and secondary populations of ISN H, calculated for the time of detection and the location and velocity of the detector in space. In the presented simulations, we present the total flux of ISN H entering the detector, but we show the mean speeds and energies of the two populations separately, because this additional information may be of significance for the understanding the IBEX observations.
Even though the ISN observations are carried out during yearly seasons, the observed signal features large variations between the seasons. This is on one hand because of physical reasons (the ISN H is heavily modulated in the Earth's orbit because of the variations in the ionization rate and radiation pressure, Ruciński & Bzowski 1995; Bzowski et al. 1997; Bzowski et al. 2013 ). On the other hand, because the observation conditions never repeat precisely from one year to another, the ISN H signal observed is very sensitive to small differences in the spin angle pointing and the length of "good times" during the observations.
Since the sensitivity of the IBEX-Lo detector to H atoms is a strong function of the atom impact energy, the atom energy must be appropriately taken into account when simulating the observed counting rates. The observations are carried out with the instrument sequentially switched between eight energy channels. The ISN signal was observed in the four lowest-energy channels (Galli et al. 2015) . The signal in the instrument is due to H − ions leaving the specially prepared conversion surface and entering the electrostatic analyser. These ions originate either from direct conversion of neutral H atoms hitting the conversion surface, or are being sputtered by He atoms. It is not possible to differentiate between the ions from these two sources without meticulous statistical analysis of times of flight of the observed H − ions (Rodríguez Moreno et al. 2013 Moreno et al. , 2014 Park et al. 2015) . Therefore, ISN H can only be clearly identified during a portion of the ISN sampling season, when the spacecraft is in the region of Earth's orbit where the ISN He flux is very weak (Saul et al. 2012 ). This region begins at ecliptic longitude ∼ 175
• . The yearly peak of the ISN H signal is obscured by the signal from ISN He, and the signal in the slope of ISN H is particularly sensitive to details of radiation pressure, as we show further in this paper.
Because of these complexities, we investigated the ISN H gas entering the IBEX-Lo detector in greater detail. In the simulations, we obtained the atom flux filtered by the collimator but before its further processing inside the instru-ment. The simulations have been carried out for the conditions of low (2010) Already from analysis of differences between the predictions of ST09 and IKL18 for the total flux at 1 AU in the region covered by IBEX ( Figure 5 , the green shading) one can expect that the simulated IBEX signal will be sensitive to the change from one radiation pressure model to the other. And sure enough, the differences in the simulated flux for both seasons are considerable. They are strong functions of the spin angle on one hand, but also of the location along the Earth's orbit on the other hand. These differences are visible both for low and high solar activity, as illustrated in the top panels of Figures 6 and 7 .
Before proceeding to further discussion we point out some relevant findings from analysis of IBEX observations. First, we remind of the discrepancies between model and observations in different energy steps pointed out by Schwadron et al. (2013) and . Second, Galli et al. (2017) found a considerable amount of ISN H in the ISN data from 2009 and 2010 seasons, but practically no ISN H at all in the data from 2014. Third, Kubiak et al. (2014) ; Kubiak et al. (2016) analyzed the IBEX signal from the portion of the Earth orbit where the Warm Breeze prevails. The Warm Breeze is the secondary population of ISN He (Kubiak et al. 2016; Bzowski et al. 2017 ), but the data vs model comparison by Kubiak et al. (2016) showed a considerable residual, especially during the low solar activity observation seasons. Fourth, Park et al. (2016) found, based on a detailed statistical analysis of the IBEXLo signal, that there was a certain contribution from genuine H atoms to the Warm Breeze signal during the low-activity seasons.
Careful inspection of Figures 6 and 7 brings the following conclusions. The flux obtained using the IKL18 model is larger for low solar activity (2010) than the flux obtained using ST09. The differences vary with the spin angle and location along the Earth orbit, but they are considerable everywhere. These differences persist also during the 2014 season of high solar activity, but for this season the flux ratio is lower. The largest differences in the magnitude of the flux persist in the Earth orbit portion where the secondary population of ISN He (the Warm Breeze) is observed (orbits 58-66 of season 2010 and orbits 230-236 of season 2014), with the IKL model predicting a much larger flux in this region than TB09 does.
The differences between the energies of the ISN H atoms entering the detector between IKL18 and ST09 are the largest during the 2010 season, especially in the Warm Breeze portion of the Earth's orbit, where they are on the order of 1-2 eV, for the total energy of the impacting atoms varying from 5 to almost 20 eV. They drop approximately by half in the portion of Earth's orbit where ISN H was observed without obscuration from ISN He (orbits 70-76 of season 2010 and orbits 239-245 for season 2014). Generally, the energies of ISN H atoms entering the detector are comparable between this latter portion of the Earth's orbit and the WB portion. This suggests that since ISN H is visible late during the season, then it must be present in the signal also in the WB part of the orbit, when and where the energies and flux magnitudes are similar.
The magnitude of the flux entering the detector at the ISN H portion of the orbit during 2014 is similar to that during 2010, or even larger. This conclusion agrees between IKL18 and TB09. However, the ISN H signal has not been observed during 2014. The explanation may be the strong increase in the sensitivity of IBEX-Lo to ISN H atoms with increasing energy. The energy of ISN H impacting the detector in 2014 is less by ∼ 4 eV than the energy in 2010 (∼ 16 eV vs ∼ 20 eV at peak). The differences between the two models in the predicted energies are on the order of 1-2 eV in 2010 (IKL18 > ST09) and drop to ∼ −0.2 eV in 2014 (IKL18 < TB09). So the differences in the energy between the two radiation pressure models are less than the differences in the energy between 2010 and 2014. Since the expected fluxes are similar for the two seasons, we conclude that the reason why ISN H has not been detected in 2014 may be an abrupt drop in the sensitivity of IBEX-Lo for the H atom energies below ∼ 20 eV, and additionally a two-fold drop in the IBEX-Lo sensitivity after 2012 because of the reduction in the post-acceleration voltage. This latter sensitivity reduction was demonstrated by Swaczyna et al. (2018) for ISN He observations. Both IKL18 and ST09 predict a large drop in the ISN H flux and a little lower drop in the ISN H energy during 2014 in the WB region of the Earth's orbit. Therefore, the ISN signal observed in this region during high solar activity is very likely free from contribution from ISN H and therefore is favorable for analysis of the secondary population of ISN He atoms.
Based on this insight we speculate that the change in the simulations to a more refined model by IKL18 will not be sufficient to resolve the data/simulation discrepancy reported by Schwadron et al. (2013) ; . Indeed, as these authors suggest, a larger horn/minimum ratio may be needed in the radiation pressure model. Since the analysis of the solar line profile observations by IKL18 does not allow this ratio to be sufficiently high, in the next section we suggest an effect, up to now largely neglected, that might help alleviate the data/simulation discrepancy.
ABSORPTION OF THE LYMAN-α SPECTRAL FLUX BY ISN H AND THE RESULTING CHANGE OF EFFECTIVE RADIATION PRESSURE WITH THE SOLAR DISTANCE
Due to the presence of ISN H in the heliosphere, the solar spectral flux in the Lyman-α line is differently absorbed in different frequencies, depending on the prevailing radial velocities of ISN H atoms (Wu & Judge 1979; Hall 1992; Brasken & Kyrola 1998; Quémerais 2000) . The magnitude of this effect is correlated with the distribution of the density and radial velocity of the gas in space. We calculated the differential absorption of the solar spectral flux following the procedure given by Quémerais (2006) . To that end, we computed the local distribution function of ISN H (the primary and secondary populations) in each point of our calculation grid. Then, in each grid point we have projected the threedimensional distribution function on the radial direction and assumed that this new one-dimensional projected function is consistent with the normal distribution with a certain thermal spread and radial velocity, different between the grid points.
The absorption for a point at a certain distance from the Sun in a given direction is a superposition of the absorption contributions from all portions of ISN H between the Sun and the chosen distance, integrated over the radial line, separately for all radial speeds. As a result of this differential absorption, a characteristic absorption feature appears in the solar Lyman-α line, with the depth increasing with the column density of ISN H between the Sun and the given point in space. The effective profile of the solar Lyman-α line at a location given by the location r, Ω in space is given by Equation 4
I(r, Ω, ν) is the flux of photons of frequency ν that are present at the distance r in the direction Ω, I 0 (Ω, ν) is the initial flux emitted from Sun's surface, n(r ′ , Ω) is the density of ISN H at the considered point, σ(ν) is the cross-section for the absorption of a photon of frequency ν by hydrogen atom of radial velocity v r , T g is the temperature of the gas.
The width of the absorption feature depends on the thermal spread and the radial velocity of ISN H, which both vary with the distance from the Sun and with the angle off the upwind direction. Therefore, the absorption features have different center wavelengths and different widths. The absorbed photons are redistributed in direction and frequency, thus forming the heliospheric resonant backscatter glow. This topic has been addressed in several papers (e.g., Wu & Judge 1979; Hall 1992; Quémerais & Bertaux 1993; Brasken & Kyrola 1998; Quémerais 2000; Scherer & Fahr 1996; Fayock et al. 2015) , but it is outside the scope of this paper.
The wavelength-selective absorption of the solar spectral flux results in a reduction in the radiation pressure that ISN H atoms effectively sense. Since the absorption is by atoms that make the bulk of ISN H, the effective radiation pressure force acting on a typical ISN H atom will be reduced more than the purely-geometric reduction of the solar Lyman-α flux by 1/r 2 . However, the 1/r 2 reduction is the basis of the concept that the radiation pressure force effectively compensates the solar gravity force identically for all distances and that this reduction is only a function of time (because of the varying intensity of solar radiation) and radial speed (because of the Doppler effect "shifting" the atoms along the Lyman-α profile). With the actual absorption taken into account, the effective radiation pressure force falls off with the solar distance more rapidly than the 1/r 2 dependence typically used up to now.
To investigate the absorption, we adopted the four directions related to the geometry of the inflow, defined in Table 2 . The absorbed line profiles for these directions are presented in Figure 8 in the radiation pressure units for the solar minimum, and in Figure 9 for the solar maximum conditions. Each panel presents absorption profiles for one of these antisolar lines, color-coded for a number of solar distances. Solid lines correspond to the IKL18 model, and dashed lines to ST09.
The simulations suggest (see Figures 8 and 9 ) that for distances below ∼ 3 AU, the solar Lyman-α line is unchanged (i.e., the absorption is insignificant), because there is not enough gas to absorb a significant fraction of the photons. With increasing distance from the Sun, the absorbed part of the spectrum becomes deeper and wider because there is more gas, which has different radial velocities. Depending on the direction in space, the wavelength of the absorption centroid varies following the effective radial speed of the gas for this direction. At the upwind direction, the absorption is blue-shifted because the gas is approaching the Sun, at the crosswind directions the shift is almost null because the radial speed of the gas just passing the Sun is close to zero, and at the downwind direction the absorption is red-shifted because the gas is flowing away from the Sun. Note a small but well visible difference in the centroid of the "cross1" and "npole" absorption features : they are caused by the stronger ionization close to the ecliptic plane than at polar latitudes. As discussed in Bzowski et al. (1997) , stronger ionization losses modify the bulk speed and flow direction of the gas, masquerading for a dynamical effect.
With this insight, a compelling question appears where in space this absorption becomes significant. Figure 10 shows (1996) . The four panels present the absorption for the four selected directions in space, defined in Table 2 : "upwind" -top left, "dnwind" -top right, "cross1" -bottom left, and "Npole" -bottom right. The solid black line represents the original profile observed at 1 AU, the other colors are described in the top left panel. The solid lines represent the IKL18 model, the dashed lines the ST09 model. Vertical grid lines sample central part of the profile line every 10 km s −1 . The adopted density on termination shock (90AU) is nT S = 0.0851 cm −3 .
isocontours of the absorption expressed as the optical depth for three representative planes in the heliosphere: the ecliptic plane, the polar plane, and the crosswind plane (defined as the plane containing the Sun and perpendicular to the upwind-downwind vector). The green contour corresponds to optical depth τ = 0.5, i.e., the region where ∼ 60% of photons are transmitted (I = I 0 e −τ , where I 0 is the photon flux measured at 1 AU), and the blue contour to τ = 1, conventionally considered as the optical depth corresponding to optically thick gas, where ∼ 36% of photons are transmitted (i.e., the radiation pressure is reduced to 36% of its value at 1 AU). These regions are much larger in all three planes considered than the boundary of ISN H cavity, defined as the geometric location where the ISN H density is less than 1/e of its magnitude at the termination shock. This simulation suggests that ISN H is optically thin within a region much larger than the size of the cavity. The size of the cavity region and of the intermediate and large optical thickness of the gas evolve a little during the solar activity (especially the cavity). IKL18 and TB09 give very similar predictions for these regions, with some differences visible mostly in the downwind region of the heliosphere. In these large distances from the Sun the role of radiation pressure for the ISN H distribution is mild. However, earlier in this paper we have shown that the distribution of ISN H inside the heliosphere is sensitive to much finer details of radiation pressure than these related to the absorption at τ = 0.5.
This suggests that neither the absorption simulations nor the ISN density simulations that we have made are selfconsistent. We simulated the absorption based on a model of ISN H parameters calculated assuming that the entire heliosphere is optically thin, which appears to not be the case in a large portion of the heliosphere. Therefore the conclusions we offer are tentative. Providing a definite answer will be possible when a simulation with an appropriately modified radial profile of radiation pressure has been done. This, however, is now left for a future study.
Nevertheless, the insight we have obtained is encouraging. It seems that the effective radiation pressure may be indeed different than thought up to now. The changes are likely to modify the horn-to-minimum ratio, as postulated by Schwadron et al. (2013) and to explain the IBEX direct-sampling observations of ISN H). So far it was assumed that the horn height is larger than observed τ=0.5 τ=1 Figure 10 . Isocontours of the optical depth of the absorption for the optical depth τ = 0.5 (green) and τ = 1 (blue), presented in the crosswind plane in the left column, polar plane in the middle column, and the ecliptic plane in the right column. Top row corresponds to the solar minimum conditions (1996) , the bottom row to the solar maximum conditions (2001) . Also shown are the contours of the ISN H cavity in the three planes, i.e., the geometric locations where the local density of ISN H is reduced to 1/e of its value at the nose of the termination shock (black lines). The solid lines represent the IKL18 model and the dashed lines the ST09 model.
by Lemaire et al. (2015) . We suggest a different hypothesis, namely the absorption on ISN H reduces the minimum value of the effective solar line profile perceived by ISN H atoms. It seems that details of the solar Lyman-α line profile (IKL18 vs ST09) will be of secondary importance here because our simulations suggest that the magnitude of absorption is little sensitive to these details. This is because most of the absorption occurs in the regions where differences in the ISN H distribution due to IKL18 vs ST09, discussed in Section 3, become insignificant.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We found that ISN H is sensitive to the seemingly small differences in radiation pressure between the IKL18 and ST09 models. Using the new model of radiation pressure developed by Kowalska-Leszczynska et al. (2018) has significant consequences for the densities and related parameters of ISN H and PUIs in selected regions of space. The most affected is the downwind region, where the IKL18/ST09 ratio of predicted densities of ISN H in the Earth's orbit can be as large as 2 during low solar activity phase, and the region where the differences are at least 10% extends to ∼ 7 AU. The behavior of the model ISN H flux differences follows the behavior of the density differences, and PUIs are affected even a little farther away from the Sun. The differences between the model predictions exist for all phases of solar activity. On the other hand, differences between the two models for the bulk velocity and its components are relatively small, on the order of ∼ 10%, or just a few km s −1 . Despite the region of significant differences between ISN H and PUI density includes the Ulysses orbit, the magnitude of ISN H density at the termination shock, obtained by Bzowski et al. (2008) based on analysis of PUI observations at Ulysses using ISN H models with the ST09 radiation pressure model does need not revision because the magnitude of ISN H density at the termination shock we have derived now using the IKL18 model of radiation pressure is safely inside the uncertainty range reported by Bzowski et al. (2008) . The simulated fluxes of ISN H atoms hitting the IBEX-Lo detector are noticeably different when calculated using the IKL18 model, particularly during the early portions of the yearly ISN observation seasons, when the secondary population of ISN He (the Warm Breeze) is observed. The IKL18 model predicts a considerably larger H flux in these regions during low solar activity. The simulations of the flux at IBEX carried out using the IKL18 radiation pressure model suggest that the IBEX signal observed during the first part of the 2010 season (orbits 58-66) consists of helium Warm Breeze and hydrogen, while in season 2014 (orbits 230-236) there is only the helium component. Therefore IBEX observations of the Warm Breeze from the seasons of high solar activity are favorable for analysis of the secondary component of ISN He since they seem to be free from contamination by ISN H.
By comparing the simulated fluxes and energies of IBEX H atoms between the low-and high solar activity seasons in the portions of the Earth orbit where ISN H is observed we found that there should be a threshold in the energy sensitivity of IBEX-Lo somewhere below ∼ 20 eV. This is because in 2014, when ISN H was not detected, the simulated energy of ISN H in this portion of the orbit is lower than 20 eV and lower than the ∼ 20 eV energy of ISN H in 2010. This could explain why in 2010 ISN H was detected, while in 2014 it was not despite a very similar level of the simulated ISN H flux.
Differences between the two considered models of radiation pressure are not negligible, but they may become less important than the effects of absorption of the Lyman-α solar line by the ISN H in the heliosphere. We have studied the influence of this absorption on radiation pressure acting on ISN H atoms in the heliosphere. The importance of the absorption increases with distance from the Sun. The environment become optically thick (optical depth ∼ 1) at more than ∼ 20 AU from the Sun. The ISN H cavity and all the effects connected with differences between radiation pressure models are within optically thin environment.
Therefore we finally conclude that radiation pressure acting on ISN H in the heliosphere is not understood as well as it has been thought. Future studies of ISN H inside the ISN H cavity must take into account not only the time variations of the total solar Lyman-α flux with time and the spectral shape of the solar Lyman-α line, but also time-and locationdependent modifications of radiation pressure due to absorption of solar photons by ISN H in the inner heliosphere.
